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CROSSPATHS, the Mobile Christian Dating
App, Is Now Available on Android
Patented "Mutual Matching" Technology and One-of-a-Kind "Faith
Spectrum" Connects Christian Singles Who Are Mutually Interested in
Meeting

LOS ANGELES, CA -- (Marketwired) -- 06/08/16 -- CROSSPATHS, the free mobile Christian
dating app that connects like-minded Christians, is now available for the first time to Android
users. CROSSPATHS on Android is the latest app launched by Spark Networks®, owner of
dating communities ChristianMingle® and JDate®. The popular mobile platform has been
helping millennial Christians meet, date and relate since first launching on the Apple iOS
platform in the fall of 2015.

A better way for finding like-minded single Christians, CROSSPATHS uses patented mutual
matching technology which only connects two people when they're both interested, allowing
them to get to know each other and then meet when they're ready to take that next step.
CROSSPATHS uses Facebook to verify each and every member's profile so that people can
make real connections with actual people on the app. Once a mutual interest has been
established, CROSSPATHS connects members to chat for free in real-time.

Encouraging genuine connections and personal interactivity, CROSSPATHS offers the
following user benefits to its young Christian community:

Connections are based on a one-of-a-kind "Faith Spectrum," so users can connect,
match, chat and find love built on the mutual foundation of a shared faith.
Easy to get started and make connections "around me" with single Christian men and
women in local areas.
Free online chatting to determine if there's any chemistry and a mutual desire to move
to the next step.
Opportunities to meet face-to-face by arranging dates, attending local sponsored
events, and community volunteerism.

"We are thrilled to offer Android members the opportunity to join the tens of thousands of
people who have already downloaded and are successfully using our CROSSPATHS app,"
said Michael Egan, Chief Executive Officer, Spark Networks. "With Android now launched,
we fully expect to grow the community to serve the needs of the tens of millions of young,
single Christians in the United States and international markets."

CROSSPATHS is available for install nationwide now in the Google Play Store and on Apple
iTunes. For additional information, please visit www.CROSSPATHSapp.com.

http://www.crosspathsapp.com/
http://christianmingle.net/
https://www.jdate.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.spark.crosspaths&hl=en
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/crosspaths-free-christian/id1014167432?mt=8
http://www.crosspathsapp.com/


ABOUT CROSSPATHS
CROSSPATHS is the premiere go-to destination for young single Christians looking to meet,
date and relate. As one of the only dating apps with a focus on faith, CROSSPATHS aims to
give young Christian users a new and fun way to make meaningful connections with other
like-minded Christians.

ABOUT SPARK NETWORKS 
Spark Networks, Inc.'s mission is to create iconic, niche-focused brands that build and
strengthen the communities they serve. Spark Networks' portfolio of consumer websites is
anchored by ChristianMingle.com and JDate.com, and also includes LDSSingles.com and
JSwipe.com, among others. Spark Networks' shares trade on the NYSE MKT under the
ticker symbol "LOV" (NYSE MKT: LOV).

Source: Spark Networks, Inc.
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